Mini Monets
Penguin Project

**Supplies:**
Black Construction Paper
Cotton Balls
Black Foam
Googly Eyes
Orange Foam
Tacky Glue
Scissor
Pencil
Glue Stick

**Directions:**

1. Draw a large oval for the penguin’s body and cut out.
2. Draw a medium size circle for the penguin’s head and cut out.
3. Then glue the head to the body using a glue stick.
4. Next use your tacky glue and make a large oval on the belly of the penguin and fill it in with the glue. Pull apart the cotton balls to fill the whole belly part you created with glue.
5. Then make a circle on the head of the penguin using your tacky glue and fill it in with glue. Add the cotton balls to that part. Make sure to pull apart cotton balls.
6. Next glue your googly eyes down with tacky glue.
7. Use the orange foam and draw a triangle on it, cut it out and glue it down for the penguin’s beak.
8. Use the remaining orange foam for the feet of the penguin. Draw, cut and glue down.

9. Create the penguin's arms with the black foam. When drawing them, think of a flower petal. Cut them out and glue them down using tacky glue.

Now waddle around like a penguin! 😊